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Creating Mobile Apps with Sencha Touch 2Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic to intermediate knowledge of Sencha Touch, this tutorial will give you a deep insight into its full capabilities when creating mobile apps. Learn the language through building ten unique applications.


	Overview

	
		Learn the Sencha Touch programming language by building real, working...
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Macromedia® Flash MX 2004 ActionScript: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2003
ActionScript is the programming language that enables you to  use Macromedia's popular Flash to create highly interactive multimedia-based Web  sites, product demos, teaching materials, and more. If you're familiar with the  logic of other programming languages, especially JavaScript or Java,  ActionScript will seem quite...
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Inside Dreamweaver MXNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Whether you are new to Dreamweaver or a seasoned professional,  Inside Dreamweaver MX will help you use the new  and powerful Dreamweaver MX to its fullest extent. Not just another rehash of  the documentation, this completely revised and comprehensive book broadens your  understanding through...
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50 Fast Dreamweaver MX TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Using a simple, step-by-step format, this book shows you how to use Dreamweaver to create the most sophisticated, visually captivating designs that are possible on the Web today. From building dynamic tables to adding vivid Flash movies, you’ll uncover 50 fast and easy effects that you can achieve almost instantly with Dreamweaver MX. Each...
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Moodle 1.9 Testing and AssessmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a practical guide to testing in Moodle. You will initially learn to create different types of questions such as True/False, multiple choice, short answer, and so on. After you have learned how to create questions you will follow a step-by-step process to create complete tests by tweaking various options. Once you have gone...
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Sams Teach Yourself CSS in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
Learning to apply CSS is the HTML Web publisher's next developmental step toward a professional and stable Web design. A prerequisite to learning higherlevel languages like Javascript, Java, and Flash, CSS is gaining increasing support among major browsers, including Netscape, Internet Explorer (together 94% market share) and newcomers Opera,...
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Fast, Efficient and Predictable Memory Accesses: Optimization Algorithms for Memory Architecture Aware CompilationSpringer, 2006
The influence of embedded systems is constantly growing. Increasingly powerful and versatile devices are being developed and put on the market at a fast pace. The number of features is increasing, and so are the constraints on the systems concerning size, performance, energy dissipation and timing predictability. Since most systems today use a...
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AdvancED Flash Interface Design (Advanced Design)Friends of Ed, 2006
As a competent Flash designer, youre probably comfortable with all of the basics that Flash has to offer. However, youve probably looked at some of the amazing Flash sites on the web and thought, "How'd they do that?" Well, youll find out in this book.  Flash allows users to create some amazing interactive interfaces to interact with Rich...
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The Essential Guide to Flex 2 with ActionScript 3.0Friends of Ed, 2007
Flex 2 represents something of a revolution in web applications. It is the next evolutionary step of Flash, which has grown from a web animation tool to a powerful enterprise web design and development tool. with nearly 98% of all web browsers and cellular phones running the Flash player needed to use Flash and Flex applications, knowledge of Flex...
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Microsoft Windows Vista On Demand (2nd Edition)Que, 2008
FOR THOSE WHO WOULD RATHER BE SHOWN HOW THAN TOLD HOW SEE HOW TO

• Master the Windows Vista user experience, including Windows Aero
• Manage files and information using Windows Vista programs and Sidebar gadgets
• Create your own movies, slides shows, and DVDs
• Rip, manage, and play digital music and...
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Real-World Flash Game Development: How to Follow Best Practices AND Keep Your SanityFocal Press, 2009

	This book covers Flash for the everyday developer. The average Flash developer doesn't have luxurious timelines, employers who understand the value of reusability, or the help of an information architect to design a usable experience. This book helps bridge the gap for these coders who may be used to C++, Java, or C# and want to move over...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop Elements 11Visual, 2012

	Full-color, step-by-step instruction for using the new Photoshop Elements 11


	Covering the most important features of Photoshop Elements 11, this book is packed with step-by-step instructions illustrated with full-color screen shots that clearly shows you how to do tasks, instead of resorting to lengthy explanations. Even...
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